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SEARCH CRAFT ON DUTY

An SB-17 from the Tenth Air Rescue Group at Elmendorf is shown searching the rugged mountains along the Gulf of Alaska coastline for the C-124 Globemaster, missing since a week ago Saturday with 52 men aboard. Wreckage sighted in the Whittier area is being investigated today by Dr. Terris Moore, University of Alaska president, who will attempt to make a ski landing. Bad weather has halted search activities for two days. The missing plane last checked in over Middleton Island on a flight from McChord Field to Elmendorf.

PARADE HONORS RETIRING GENERAL
C-124 Wreck Found, 52 Die

The wreckage of a plane at the 8,000-foot level of Surprise Glacier on Mount Gannett was identified today as that of the missing C-124 Globemaster, the Alaska Command announced. There was no sign of life. There were 52 aboard.

The identification was made by Dr. Terris Moore, president of the University of Alaska, who landed his ski-wheeled small plane near the wreckage. It is located 60 miles east of Anchorage.

Moore volunteered his services to the 10th Air Rescue Group. He has had a great deal of experience landing on Alaskan mountains.

There were no other immediate details.

Sterling Highway Open To Traffic

The Sterling Highway to Homer is again open to slow traffic, the Alaska Road Commission announced today.

Caution is advised along a mile stretch between Ninilchik and Homer, where culverts a